Agriculture

Agri barn . . . agri dance . . . art work on Dean Hall . . . agri day . . . agri club . . . form the remembrances we have of the agriculture majors of our campus. For these we have an anticipation for tomorrow.

For it is these who will be in charge of the training for and operation of the largest industry of Arkansas. They, like the engineers, have only two years in which to make and gain memories.
HOME ECONOMICS

Colbecon Club . . . agri day . . . agri dance . . . agri paper . . . FFA-FHA meeting . . . many of the home economics students' memories are made in connection with the agris. They are in fact a part of the same division as the agriculture people. During their stay at Tech they learn the skills which from the beginning have been designed to make the life of man a more comfortable and contented existence.
Music

Band ... choir ... Esquires ... quartet ... halftime shows ... concerts ... dances ... for these we give credit to the musicians of the campus and we remember them with pride.

Music is certainly a part of any college community. And at Arkansas Tech we get ours first class.
MATH

Calculus . . . algebra as a lab science . . . Mr. Padgett's tests . . . leave their mark on the minds of Techsters who come in contact with the Math department at Tech.

The painfully uncolorful term "numbers" is the only conception many have of this field. But, in its many-fold aspects, math is actually the stepping stone of all the sciences on which depend our present civilization and our hopes for the future.
AVIATION

Seeing the planes take off and land are probably the only memories most of us have of the airport and aviation at Tech.

But in a sense they are unique, the fact being that we are one of the few colleges in the nation with a school operated airfield.

Flight training is available to students at low rates.
Artists painting campus scenes . . . Mr. Smith in humanities . . . Parker Hall rejuvenated . . . art exhibits . . . typical of this segment and pictures recurring when the Art Department is mentioned.

Art implies the intangible, over and beyond the apparent. The artist "editorializes" in illustration.

This department began this year its growth toward a full-fledged division.
Practice teachers . . . student NEA . . . Dr. Rankin . . . wash up when the tide of memory crests and Tech's education division is mentioned.

With interest mounting for raising of educational standards, it is these people the nation will be looking to and putting pressure on.

It is they more than anyone else who will determine the calibre of tomorrow's leaders.
ENGINEERING

Slide rules . . . initiation of the “fish” . . . the Engineers Dance . . . art work on the agri barn . . . transits . . . the bulldozer at Homecoming are some of the things that come to mind when we think of Engineering students. They might also be remembered for their late hours of study and plans for a more mechanized and convenient tomorrow.
B. A. Club ... its banquet and dance ... Miss Secretary ... Mr. Executive ... singularly and collectively are the business administration division in our recollection of Tech

In numbers the largest of divisions, from this crew come those who will control the products necessary to life and the money that they are purchased with.
Humanities ... American studies ... freshman social studies ... Social Studies Club are some of the scenes that appear on the screen of our memory when we remember this division.

The code word is "general education," for it is here that such is obtained. It does prepare for many lines of work, but the main objective of this division is studying the world and its people and learning to live harmoniously herein.
Athletics . . . archery targets . . . modern dance . . . Coaches Sam and Shorty . . . form a cross section of physical education at Tech.

Graduates of this course may go into numerous fields, including coaching, teaching, physical therapy, officiating, and social work.

The development of that instrument which provides locomotion for our mind and does its bidding is their mission in life.
SCIENCE

Labs...field trips...science and math club...these are some of the things we associate them with and remember them by. But for the future we have great things in mind.

From these Techians we expect a tomorrow with less mystery about nature and more complicated discoveries into the unprecedented. From beginnings such as our Bailey Hall sometimes come people responsible for Earth satellites and atomic bombs.
Courses in auto mechanics and machine shop are offered under the vocational training program at Tech.

The non-credit courses of this division are designed to meet the needs of people going into skilled trades who do not wish to take academic subjects.
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

Little Theatre productions . . . the Arka-Tech . . . the L&L picnic . . . freshman English . . . products of the Languages and Literature division, are a part of what we call memories of Tech.

In numbers the smallest of divisions, this segment issues forth with preparees for many different fields. It consists of English, French and speech departments.